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Introduction
The 21st century is all about technology. With the increasing need for modernization in
our day-to-day lives, people are open to accepting new technologies. From using a
remote for controlling devices to using voice notes for giving commands; modern
technology has made space in our regular lives. Technologies like augmented reality and
IoT that have gained pace in the past decade and now there’s a new addition to the pack
i.e. Blockchain Technology.
Blockchain- The revolutionary technology impacting diﬀerent industries miraculously was
introduced in the markets with its very ﬁrst modern application Bitcoin. Bitcoin is nothing
but a form of digital currency (cryptocurrency) which can be used in the place of ﬁat
money for trading. And the underlying technology behind the success of cryptocurrencies
is termed as Blockchain.

Blockchain are one and the same, however, that is not the case. Creating
cryptocurrencies is one of the applications of Blockchain technology and other than
Bitcoin, there are numerous applications that are being developed on the basis of the
blockchain technology, here is where FAMCOIN UNIVERSE comes in to add and ﬁne
tune the existing blockchain technology development our idea is to create more:
Entertainment
Flexibility
Security
And Synergy between various crypto chains, ﬁnance institutions and Virtual reality

The Synergy
The products are set to work with each other for a common goal. The famcoin ﬁnance is
set a contain a farm and a swap function( i.e decentralised exchange DEX) which can
operate on FIVE diﬀerent networks having a simple, distinct and friendly interface for
users.
The above product is created to provide liquidity for the FAMCOINVERSE token, this
token serves two purposes of being the entertainment and home token to operate the
DEX in the famcoin universe ecosystem.And this where the famwallet comes in to
provide both adequate security and transaction ﬂexibility for the whole process and even
beyond.

The Ecosystem
Famcoin universe is a unique concept in blockchain development that's set to combine
three diﬀerent aspects of cryptocurrency, this concept is metriculously orchestrated in
other to create more ﬂexibility and improvements to the blockchain for the beneﬁt of
users around the world.Our products combines virtual experience with ﬁnance and
asset security

The Famcoinverse
The metaverse is a futuristic, three dimensional, virtually connected universe that is
made up of shared spaces where users can interact with each other and data. It is set
to be the next evolution of what is now the internet in a new augmented reality
approach, and will allow people to interact socially, conduct work meetings, play
games, buy online with e-commerce, and more.
In these virtual spaces, people will most likely be transacting in tokens — a digital asset
that is tied to a blockchain — and non-fungible tokens (NFTs) in game spaces and
marketplaces. The “play-to-earn” games and the economies that exist around them
could all beneﬁt within the metaverse. "BTIG analyst Mark Palmer”
FAMCOINVERSE gives the exact representation of the virtual world which is set to
deliver an interesting Game product that's focused on the aspect of day-to-day life
xperiences with features such as:
-Multiplayer
-Play2Earn
-Purchasing of game items with famcoin token
-Players networking and record statistics to all users
-NFT production

The Famcoin Wallet

A blockchain wallet is an E-wallets that allow individuals to store cryptocurrencies and
other digital assets in a security code ( private key, key store, word phrase) Unlike a
normal wallet, which can hold actual cash, crypto wallets help saves unlimited numbers
of crypto assets conviniently and your holdings are live on the blockchain.
Famcoin wallet is set to be the next mobile bank compatible with everything cryptocurrency has to oﬀer both present and the future. Also solving the issues with: ﬂexibility, gas
fees transaction speed Interaction with various ﬁnancial institutions Compatibility with all
blockchain platforms

Features of the Famcoin Wallet
Direct swap features :
The fam wallet will be a centralized exchange containing trading of tokens that are listed
on the top 10 exchanges on CoinMarketCap

P2P peer to peer live transactions:
A highly secured buy/sell peer to peer live trading transaction functions for fam wallet
users in which both ends will be locked until the transaction is completed.
This allows global market access with local trading for crypto traders.Currently, the bank
accounts of the buyer and seller must be within the same country (i.e. trades are limited
to domestic money transfers) to ensure ease of trading with respect to speed and
convenience, as well as customer support. We are also exploring the possibility of
cross-border transfers in the near future.
During the peer-to-peer trading process, we will allow the buyer and seller to
communicate directly with each other via our messaging system. The contents of the
communications and the trade contract created by both seller and buyer will be archived
in case of potential disputes. When a dispute arises, our customer service team will
step in to assist the disputing parties.

Famcoin Finance
The goal of DeFi is to create an open ﬁnancial market that is trust less and
permissionless. As DeFi is a trustless application, meaning the applications are not
controlled or hosted by a central party such as a bank or a government. The aspects of
cryptocurrency such as cryptography, smart contracts and blockchain technology allow
this system of decentralized ﬁnance to exist for the global community to utilize.
Hence Famcoin ﬁnance is set to execute the core value of Deﬁ to entire public in respect
to:
1. Total transparency of the system to all users
2. Security of the invested assets.
3. Free, ﬂexible & user friendly platform
4. Absolute anonymity of users.

Features of Famcoin Finance
-DEX with an outstanding items
-Crypto loan
-Farm
-Staking
-Liquidity pools

Turn over modiﬁcation
Famcoin universe will generate revenue through the sources below
Stream
Swap fee

Description
0.2%

Fundraising

Date

Round

Allocation

Price

Private sale

February 2022

5%

0.00013

Pre-sale

April 2022

10%

0.00018

Public sale

June 2022

2%

0.00025

Funds Usage
25% of raised funds will be used for marketing and PR
25% of raised funds will be used for building products and platforms
10% of raised funds will be used for insurance funds and reserve
15% of raised funds will be used for operation
25% of raised funds willbe used for liquidity of the famcoinverse token

Roadmap
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04

PHASE 1 (Dec 2021/ January 2022)
Background
* Concept formulation
* Website designing (future upgrade possible)
* Whitepaper & Roadmap (future upgrade possible)
* Social media channels (twitter, YouTube, Reddit)
* Project community channels (telegram, discord)
* Token smart contract creation & Tokenomics
* Products programming start up ( fam wallet, fam
swap, famcoin NFT creation, famcoinverse p2e
game characters & the environment game display)

PHASE 2 (March/May 2022)
* Famcoin presale campaign on pinksale
launchpad
* Smart contract Audit & team KYC
* Famcoin spontaneous Marketing & Promotions
* Famcoinverse Airdrop give away
* Famcoinverse DEX launching
* Coin marketcap & Coin gecko listing
* Project AMA sessions
* Project products (famwallet, famswap & farm,
famcoinverse, famNFT) triller video release
* Project community development, project
awareness & contact marketing
* Famcoin wallet holders increase & Marketcap

PHASE 3 (July/September)
* Famcoinverse CEX listing
* Famcoin partnership deals
* Famcoin Ads advertisement
* Famcoinverse game strategic marketing
* Famcoin weekly Events for more awareness
* Famcoin $100m Marketcap landmark
*Famcoin NFT deployment & Marketplace launching
* Famcoin products completion and testing
(FamWallet, FamFinance features including
FamSwap, crypto farming, crypto loan & staking)
* Famcoinverse game ﬁnishing & launching

PHASE 4(Oct/Dec)
*full website upgrade

Tokenomics
What is famcoinverse?
Famcoinverse is an utility token created on the fantom blockchain (FTM). Famcoinverse
is issued by the famcoin universe ecosystem which is an important product in the
ecosystem

Importance Of Famcoinverse To Famcoin Universe Ecosystem.
The famcoinverse combines many functions, it will be the game token, all characters,
items and products of the the game will be purchased with the famcoinverse.
It will serve as the ﬁnance token:

Famcoinverse distribution
Token name ; Famcoinverse
Token Symbol : FCV
Total supply : 100,000,000,000
Blockchain: fantom
Audit : incoming
Contract :
Token type: metaverse, Utility token, Deﬁ, ﬁnance + manual burn.
5% marketing and development
3% to Liquidity
Smart contract veriﬁed

Legal and Risks (DYOR)
Do Your Own Research
Legal Disclaimer
The information provided in this publication does not constitute investment advice,
ﬁnancial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice. You should not treat any of
the publication’s content as such. This material is for informational purposes only and is
n
o
t
(i) an oﬀer, or solicitation of an oﬀer, to invest in, or to buy or sell, any interests or shares
or to participate
in any
investment
or trading
strategy
(ii) intended to provide accounting, legal, or tax advice, or investment recommendations,
o
r
(iii) an oﬃcial statement of FAMCOINVERSE Token. No representation or warranty is
made, expressed or implied, with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the
information or to the future performance of any digital asset, ﬁnancial instrument, or
other market or economic measure. The FAMCOINVERSE Project team does not
recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you.
Do conduct your due diligence and consult your ﬁnancial advisor before making any
investment decisions. By purchasing FAMCOINVERSE, you agree that you are not
purchasing a security or investment, and you agree to hold the team harmless and not
liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team is presenting
the token "as is" and is not required to provide any support or services.
You should have no expectation of any form from FAMCOINVERSE Token and its team.
Although FAMCOINVERSE is a community-driven decentralized ﬁnance (DeFi) token
for social networking and not a registered digital currency, the team strongly
recommends that citizens in areas with government bans on cryptocurrencies do not
purchase it because the team cannot ensure compliance with established regulations
within certain territories. Always make sure that you comply with your local laws and
regulations before you make any purchase. This publication will not include any
information, including contract codes, that the FAMCOINVERSE Token team deem as
any form of intellectual property (IP).

Risk Disclosure
Please note that there are always risks associated with smart contracts. Please use
them at your own risk. Famcoin universe is not a registered broker, analyst, or
investment advisor. Everything that is provided in this publication is purely for guidance,
informational and educational purposes. All information contained herein should be
independently veriﬁed and conﬁrmed. Famcoin universe does not accept any liability for
any loss or damage whatsoever caused in reliance upon such information or services.
Please be aware of the risks involved with any trading done in any ﬁnancial market.Do
not trade with money that you cannot aﬀord to lose. When in doubt, you should consult
a qualiﬁed ﬁnancial advisor before making any investment decisions.

